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Overview

- Research foundation
- Theoretical findings - literature study
- Methodology 
- Empirical findings - case studies 

- Lessons learned
- Comparison 
- Results

- Conclusion, discussion and recommendations
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Research proposal
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Problem statement 

- Vacancy:
- bad city image 
- waste of space 

- Housing shortage:
- high demand
- especially in the Randstad 

- Adaptive reuse: 
- challenges and possibilities 

Tall buildings: challenges to conversion
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Conceptual model 7



Vacancy definition

- Vacant building 
- = currently no tenant 

- Structurally vacant building 
- = no tenant for at least the past three years
- = no future tenant prospective 
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Vacancy rates 
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2019
2018



Numbers - reflection
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Available dwellings
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Average



Available dwellings

The Netherlands: (2019)

-35%
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Conceptual model 13
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Types of reuse
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Types of reuse
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Types of reuse
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Types of reuse
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Conceptual model 19
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Tall building definition
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- Scale
- Density
- Surrounding area 
- Legal



Top skylines 
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Tall building definition
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Conceptual model 25

Comparison



Main research question

What are the challenges and respective solutions for the 
conversion of vacant tall office buildings into housing in 

the Netherlands?
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Research questions 

Part I

Research - Theory
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Research questions - Part I

1. What defines an office and what are the current office 
sub-markets in Amsterdam, Rotterdam & The Hague?

2. What are the causes and effects of structural vacancy?
3. What are the challenges of the conversion of office buildings 

to housing on economical, legal, technical and social level?
4. What are possible solutions to cope with the challenges of 

conversion of office buildings to housing?
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Research questions 

Part I

Research - Theory

Part II

Case study - Cases/Practice
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Research questions - Part II

5. What are the differences in challenges and possible 
solutions of the conversion of tall office buildings to housing 
on economical, legal, technical and social level?
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Relevance 

Scientific relevance:

- follows up research regarding conversion from offices to 
housing

- hypotheses: tall building transformations can have different 
challenges and possible solutions 

Social relevance: 

- challenges → more attractive to re-develop 
- create more safe and livable environment 
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Literature study
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Literature study

Overview:

- Office buildings and environments
- High-rise and urban setting
- Dutch Building Code
- Structural vacancy 
- Conversion 
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Office buildings
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Office buildings
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High-rise and urban setting

- Different highrise profiles 
- Different highrise concentrations
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Highrise and urban setting
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Dutch Building Code
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- Additional requirements 
- Fire safety 
- Escape routes 



Theoretical framework 39

< 1 year vacant



Theoretical framework 40

1-3 years vacancy



Theoretical framework 41

> 3 years vacancy



Theoretical framework 42



Theoretical framework 43



Theoretical framework 44



Theoretical framework 45



Theoretical framework 46
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Theoretical framework 49



Existing list of risks in  literature - starting point (by Remøy 2010) 50



Methodology
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Methodological framework 52
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Case study in pairs 
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Case study method 
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Comparing criteria: 
- location
- history 
- vacancy 
- stakeholders & contracts
- construction method 
- former office typologies 
- challenges (legal, economic, technical, 

social) 
- opportunities & solutions used



Case study selection - Sampling method 

Criteria to the pairs of cases are;

1. cases inside the Randstad area;
2. situated in the same type of office submarket;
3. the same main supportive structure;
4. changed from offices to the functions: housing, hotel or a 

mixed-use that includes either.
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Case study selection - Sampling method 

Prefered cases:

1. that have been built and transformed in the same time   span 
(or same decade);

2. that have been structurally vacant.
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Case studies
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Amsterdam - pair 1 
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Case 1.1 
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Metropoolgebouw (1964) - Zoku / We Work (2016)



Case 1.2
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Parooltoren (1976) & Trouwgebouw (1969) - The Student Hotel 
Amsterdam City (2015/2016)



Amsterdam - pair 2 
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Case 2.1
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Kantoorgebouw Zaanstad / Elseviergebouw (1964) - DUWO 
Elseviergebouw (2015)



Case 2.2
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Rembrandtparkgebouw (1973) - Ramada Apollo Amsterdam 
Centre / Leonardo Hotel Amsterdam Rembrandtpark (2012)



Rotterdam - pair 3
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Case 3.1

69

De Admiraliteit (1989) - De Nieuwe Admiraliteit / DNA (2016) 



Case 3.2
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Europoint complex /  De Marconitorens (1975) - The Lee Towers 
(2019)



The Hague - pair 4
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Case 4.1 
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Sophiestaete (1981) - De Sophie (2019) 



Case 4.2
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Ministerie van Binnenlandse Zaken (1975) - Wijnhavenkwartier 
(2016) 



Overview cases
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Timeline cases
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Example outcomes  (case 2.1 - Elseviergebouw)
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Comparison types of cases
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- amount of cases
- similarities & differences

- example: technical 
challenges + fire safety 

 



Comparison types of cases
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- amount of cases
- similarities & differences

- example: fire safety

 



Comparison 
theory + practice
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Comparison 
theory + practice
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I = case of interest (tall)

C = control case (non-tall)

B = both types

X = not related/
mentioned in case, 
but could have 
been related

 



Conclusion, discussion & 
recommendations
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Conclusion 
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Main challenges

- not necessarily new or other 
challenges

- some challenges occurred 
more/less often in tall cases

- technical level 
- higher impact on tall buildings

 



Conclusion 
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Main opportunities:

- inter-related
- existing 

building
- area

 



Discussion
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- Possible scenarios
- Demand changes office space 
- Changes in ways of working 

- Limitations to the research - the Netherlands 
- Similarities and differences between cases 

- Criteria 
- Different cases 

 



Recommendations
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For further research:

- Possible scenarios
- Broader area / Specific city or area with a large portfolio of 

high-rise (transformations)
- Increase amount of cases researched and optimize criteria

For practice:

- Input future transformation projects
- Technical level

 



Thank you!
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